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2020 is the year for

AGILITY

We’re bringing the same great thought leaders to the virtual stage. Join us online to ask your questions and
forge new and meaningful connections! We’ve amped up the virtual experience, so commute to your living
room, connect to WiFi and earn the CPE you need to stay on top of your game.
Virtual Accounting Shows
Access a variety of topics from general updates to specialized content at these two-day, multi-track events
offering up to 16 hours of CPE. Feel free to choose the city that works best with your schedule.
Date

Title

8/19 – 8/20

Dayton Virtual Accounting Show

9/23 – 9/24

Cincinnati Virtual Accounting Show

10/21 – 10/22

Cleveland Virtual Accounting Show

11/5 – 11/6

Columbus Virtual Accounting Show

Fall CPE Virtual Conference
Gain awareness and applicability of updates and significant changes at this single-day, multi-track event
offering up to 8 hours of CPE.
Date

Title

12/10

Fall CPE Virtual Conference

Virtual Sector Events
Get the targeted learning you need specific to complex practice areas and specialized industries.
Date

Title

7/23

Women, Wealth & Wellness Conference

8/27

Financial Institutions Conference

10/28

Health Care Conference

10/26 – 10/27
10/28 – 10/29
11/11 – 11/12

Business Entity Tax Tune-Up

10/28 – 10/29
11/9 – 11/10
11/11 – 11/12

Individual Tax Tune-Up

12/14 – 12/15

MEGA Tax Conference

12/17

Fraud and Forensic Accounting Conference

For a full event schedule, visit

ohiocpa.com/AGILITY
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We miss seeing your faces and can’t wait for the
day when we can learn together in-person again!
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a wordfrom our CEO
A push for change
At The Ohio Society of CPAs, we have always believed that
– as the association representing and supporting our state’s
most trusted business advisers – CPAs have a vital role to
play in protecting the public interest and making economic
opportunity available to all. That will be true as our members
help our nation’s economy recover from the economic impact
of the coronavirus. And the impact of the pandemic has been
especially significant on those working at home, bringing family
life to the forefront.
You might notice the theme of "family," threaded throughout
the stories of this issue, both in consideration of COVID-19 and
how family work-life integration will influence the profession
long term. To continue to be seen as a desirable and fulfilling
career, accounting will need to position itself as one that’s family friendly. This conscious effort is
one many organizations and firms have been working on for years, others still need to catch up.
This approach extends to families with young children, single parents, those caring for aging
relatives and many more. The profession has an opportunity here not just to support current
accountants through family-conscious policies and cultures, but also in recruiting untapped talent
who might have ruled accounting out as too demanding with their home life.
As we consider the impact of work-life integration, we also have recognized another area where the
profession needs to improve: addressing racism in the business community and our society.
A crucial part of this is increasing the diversity in accounting, and our organization has been working
to address diversity and inclusion in the profession for a long time. You can read more about our
efforts at our D+I page on ohiocpa.com/communities/diversity.
Recently, we have spoken up about the need for societal change when it comes to racism. And on
June 12, The Ohio Society of CPAs announced a three-part commitment to address racism and help
create a business environment that offers equal opportunity to all:
1. Board & CEO leadership: We are convening leaders and peers from within their profession,
the broader business community, and from other industries and disciplines to build a guiding
coalition that is committed to affecting social change. We will put what we learn into action.
2. Organizational commitment: We are committing both human and financial resources toward
creating a solution to end racial injustice, including a pledge of $100,000 towards these efforts.
3. Advancing public policy: We are working with key stakeholders to advocate for solutions that
address racial injustice in our state and nation.
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The plan can be viewed in its entirety at https://bit.ly/2Nwio2N.
Look to our September/October issue to learn more about diversity in the profession and to all OSCPA
publications as we continue to cover these issues and fight racism.
Accounting is an exciting career with endless opportunities, but we still have work to do to ensure future
generations see it as one that is inviting to all individuals from all backgrounds and lifestyles. We are
committed to these efforts and hope you will join us in this work.

SCOTT D. WILEY
President and CEO

swiley@ohiocpa.com | 614.321.2218 (office) | 614.546.9430 (cell)
Twitter: @ScottDWiley | LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/scottwileycae

Self-Assessment Exam

JULY | AUGUST 2020
Product ID: #54552
Online Instructions
1. Log in to my.ohiocpa.com
2. Search "CPA Voice" and then find the
appropriate exam.
3. If you're a member, click "Enroll." If you're a
nonmember, click "Add to cart" and purchase
the exam.

Log in to my.ohiocpa.com, look up the exam using the
product ID number above and answer the 12 required
questions based on content in CPA Voice.
Costs
Members
Nonmembers

Free
$40

Exams remain available online – and may be completed
for CPE – through the same month of the following
calendar year.

4. On the Confirmation Page click “Go to your
learning center.”
5. The exam will be available under the “Current”
section. Click “Launch.”
Self-Assessment Exam Results
Respondents taking the exam online receive
their results immediately. Respondents who
pass with a grade of 70% or better receive one
hour of CPE credit in specialized knowledge, as
approved by the Accountancy Board of Ohio.
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advocacy in focus

Society sees success on priorities in the
House, Senate
OSCPA staff report
While businesses around the state have
begun to reopen and transition to a
new way of operating in the midst of
the COVID-19 pandemic, the OSCPA
Government Relations team has been
busy advocating for legislation involving
coronavirus, the CPA exam and more.
OSCPA has taken a leadership role
in protecting Ohio businesses from
frivolous lawsuits related to the
COVID-19 crisis, through S.B. 308 and
H.B. 606, two bills that offer qualified
civil immunity to businesses providing
goods or services during this pandemic
emergency period.
In May, the government relations team
testified in support of the similar House
and Senate bills. Both bills were passed
by their respective houses by strong
margins, though a troublesome floor
amendment added to H.B. 606 on the
House floor would make COVID-19
an occupational disease for workers
compensation purposes for several
specific industries. If that language
becomes law, those employers would
have to prove the employee did not
contract the virus at the workplace
rather than the current process whereby
employees must prove that they were
injured while working. The Senate
removed this language from H.B. 606
before sending the bill back to the House
for a concurrence vote. Currently, the
House is scheduled to be on a session
break until September. Until this bill
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becomes law, employers will remain at
risk of lawsuits from workers, patients,
customers and others who claim they
were exposed to or contracted the virus
at the business site or while working.
The Ohio House on June 9 unanimously
passed House Bill 442, by a 92-0 vote,
allowing candidates to take the CPA
exam sooner. If enacted, Ohio will join
37 other states plus Washington DC in
allowing candidates to start the exam
process as soon as they have secured
a bachelor’s degree or its equivalent
(120 semester hours). An amendment
was added to allow someone holding an
MBA and 15 credit hours of accounting
classes to also sit for the CPA Exam.
Candidates must still complete the full
150 hours and meet the experience
requirement to be licensed as a CPA.
OSCPA strongly supports the bill based
on the input of member employers, its
Executive Board, Young CPA Board and
student members. The support included
hundreds of messages sent from OSCPA
members using the OSCPA’s Take
Action page, enabling members to send
messages to legislators on why passing
this bill would make a positive impact.
H.B. 442 now awaits hearings in the
Ohio Senate, having gained 48 sponsors
and cosponsors out of 99 legislators in
the House.
Another priority was addressed when
The Ohio House and Senate passed

H.B. 481 with an amendment to ensure
that Paycheck Protection Program (PPP)
loan forgiveness would be non-taxable
under the commercial activity tax (CAT).
The Ohio Society of CPAs worked with
the Ohio Department of Taxation and
the legislature to draft this amendment
so that forgiven PPP loan amounts are
not considered gross receipts under
R.C. 5751.01(F) as “debt transferred or
forgiven as consideration.” Gov. DeWine
signed H.B. 481 on June 19 and the law
took effect immediately.
On a similar issue, there is pending
federal legislation seeking to clarify the
deductibility of expenses funded by
forgiven PPP loans. The U.S. Senate bill,
S. 3612, is called the Small Business
Expenses Protection Act of 2020. The
U.S. House bill, H.R. 6754, is called
Protecting the Paycheck Protection
Program Act of 2020. We encourage you
to use our letter writing program to reach
out to your federal lawmakers to urge
them to take action to reverse the IRS’s
position released on April 30 in Notice
2020-32, where the IRS said expenses
paid with forgiven PPP loans are
non-deductible. Click on "take action"
under Paycheck Protection Program
tax deductibility: www.ohiocpa.com/
advocacy/Take_Action#/
If you have thoughts to share with
the Government Relations team or would
like to get involved, email
government@ohiocpa.com.

Want a voice at the Ohio Statehouse?
Ensure your voice is heard loud and clear in state government.
Invest in Ohio CPA/PAC. With every donation, our government
relations team’s voice at the Statehouse resonates with the
legislators who can help us effect change and advance the state
of business in Ohio.
Your PAC investment helps:
•

Protect and promote the CPA designation you worked
so hard to achieve

•

Limit tax expansion

•

Cut regulatory red tape

•

Secure a competitive business environment in Ohio

•

Elect state legislators who share your professional interests

•

Drive rapid deadline and payment delays during times of
crisis, as occurred with COVID-19

Let’s make our voice even louder this year!
To donate, visit

ohiocpa.com/PAC

or call 614.764.2727

C-Corp and S-Corp contributions prohibited.
PAC investment are not tax deductible per Ohio law.

CELEBRATING

18
YEARS

OF COST SEGREGATION
2002-2020

ACCELERATE DEPRECIATION AND
SHIELD INCOME TAXES NOW
• Cost Segregation
• Energy Efficiency
Certifications (179D)
• New IRS Repair v.
Capitalization

Call Craig Miller

Cleveland 440.892.3339 / Columbus 614.949.4185
Detroit 248.752.7433 / www.costsegexperts.com

THE REGION’S LEADING INCOME TAX REDUCTION EXPERTS
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accounting & auditing
Evolving the CPA model
By Laura Hay, CPA, CAE
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CPAs have the opportunity
to play a significant role in
businesses’ road to recovery.
One step in rebuilding
confidence is investing in
a dynamic, relevant CPA
profession for the future.

common core, that enhanced skills should not just be about

CPA Evolution

of the educational requirements for CPA licensure to

On May 20, the AICPA Council voted to advance CPA

reflect additional subjects and skills required of the evolving

Evolution, a joint effort of the AICPA and the National

technology, and requests for details about implementing the
disciplines. Learn more at https://www.evolutionofcpa.org/.
Pending approval by NASBA’s board of directors in July, the
plan is to launch a new CPA Exam by January 2024.

Proposed revisions to the Uniform
Accountancy Act
As part of the CPA Evolution initiative, NASBA has issued
proposed revisions to the Uniform Accountancy Act (UAA)
Model Rules. Among the changes are a proposed update

profession. Comments on the draft revisions are due

Association of State Boards of Accountancy (NASBA) to

Aug. 31, 2020.

design and implement a new approach to the CPA to position

Recommended revisions include:

the profession for the future. NASBA’s Board of Directors was
expected to consider a companion vote in July.

•

Recognizing the increasing role of technology in
CPA services. The proposal recommends additional
educational requirements in the areas of digital acumen
and data analytics, which could be taken outside the
school of business.

•

Recognizing the importance of higher-order skills
needed for the CPA to fill the trusted adviser role
and uphold the public trust. The proposal
recommends specifying skills in critical thinking
and professional skepticism.

•

Helping students complete their 150-credit requirement
for licensure by increasing the number of credit hours
some jurisdictions permit through internships. The
proposal recommends preapproval for internships and
independent study, which would be limited to a maximum
of nine credits.

•

Clarifying common standards for accreditation.
Accounting programs must be recognized by the Board

The goal of CPA Evolution is to transform the CPA model to
recognize the rapidly changing skills and competencies the
practice of accounting requires today and will require in the
future. CPA Evolution proposes a core + discipline model,
with a strong common core for all CPAs in accounting,
auditing, tax and technology. Then each candidate would
select one of three disciplines in which to demonstrate deeper
skills and knowledge:
Business reporting and analysis

•

Information systems and controls, or

•

Tax compliance and planning
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The UAA Model Rules are intended to be a baseline standard
for use by State Boards of Accountancy in developing state
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interstate mobility. Implementation would require adoption by
each of 55 CPA licensing jurisdictions.
The AICPA board of directors unanimously endorsed the

Regardless of the discipline selected, all CPAs would retain
the same full rights as any other CPA. CPA candidates may

proposed changes to the UAA. Comments should be
submitted to uaacomments@nasba.org.

select only one discipline for examination.

CPA Examination Practice Analysis

More than 3,000 constituents, including the OSCPA Executive

The AICPA in December issued the results of its most recent

Board, commented on the draft CPA Evolution proposal. The
final version was responsive to comments calling for a strong,

CPA Exam Practice Analysis, with comments due April 30,
2020. The CPA Exam Practice Analysis (PA) is an ongoing
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process to research with employers the skills required of

will be able to take the exam year-round, without restriction,

newly licensed CPAs. The 2019 PA focused on the increased

except when waiting to receive scores from prior attempts

impact of technology on the newly licensed CPA, including:

of the same section or when there is a major change to the

•

•
•

Understanding business processes from inception
to completion, including automated aspects, risk
identification and internal control mapping,
The need for a digital and data-driven mindset and the
use of data analytics, and
Increased reliance on System and Organization Controls
for Service Organizations: Internal Control over Financial
Reporting (SOC 1®) reports.

exam. Continuous testing will replace the existing CPA exam
testing window model, which only permits candidates to test
during designated time frames each calendar quarter.
Some licensing jurisdictions will have to change their rules
to permit the revision, but most are in favor, and it will be a
question of resources and how quickly they are able to make
the change.
For future test-takers, this will provide valuable time on the

The 2019 PA also reflected exam changes to enhance the
testing of higher-order skills that include critical thinking,
problem-solving, analytical ability and professional
skepticism.

18-month countdown that begins once candidates pass the
first section. According to the AICPA website, with the current
limitation to quarterly windows, if you take a section of the
exam on July 20, you would have to wait until October to take
the next section, despite receiving your score on Aug. 6.

While some of the recommendations of the 2019 PA were

Laura Hay, CPA, CAE is executive vice

similar to those in CPA Evolution, the PA applies to the

president of The Ohio Society of CPAs and

current, four-part CPA Exam. Implementation of CPA

staff liaison to the Accounting Auditing

Evolution would require a new examination structure, and a

Committees. She can be reached at

larger, quite different PA. Modifications to the CPA Exam from

Lhay@ohiocpa.com or 614.321.2241.

the 2019 PA are expected to be implemented in July 2021.

Continuous testing
Continuous testing for CPA Exam candidates began in July
2020. Under the new continuous testing model, candidates

FAST FACTS
1.

On May 20, the AICPA
Council voted to advance
CPA Evolution, a joint
effort of the AICPA and
NASBA to design and
implement a new approach
to the CPA to position the
profession for the future.
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2.

CPA Evolution proposes a core
+ discipline model, with a
strong common core for all
CPAs in accounting, auditing,
tax and technology, plus
selection of one discipline in
which to demonstrate deeper
skills and knowledge.

3.

The 2019 PA also reflected
exam changes to enhance
the testing of higher-order
skills that include critical
thinking, problem-solving,
analytical ability and
professional skepticism.

4.

Continuous testing
for CPA Exam
candidates began
in July 2020.
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publicpractice
Revving up recruiting
By Kristine Blenkhorn Rodriguez
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As accounting firms of all sizes take aim at strategic
growth in a fresh decade, many are facing a
historical challenge—finding the right team.
“This is the tightest labor market we’ve seen in years,”

change. “I entered this profession when you posted an ad in

says Ann Guerra, vice president and metro market

the newspaper, candidates flowed in and you picked one,”

manager for Robert Half Finance & Accounting in Chicago.

she explains. “We’re so far from that now.”

“Unemployment is the lowest it has been in 50 years, which
is great, but it’s making it much harder to find talent in the
marketplace. It’s a candidate’s market.”

Firms are increasingly looking at groups they might have
traditionally overlooked years ago. “In a market like this,
you don’t want to beat your head against a brick wall. Look

This quote precedes the coronavirus pandemic, but hiring

for groups that are talented but have not traditionally been

challenges persist and businesses will need to address them

as sought after,” encourages Tiffany Dougherty, founder

if they're to emerge successfully from this crisis. In a new

of Ardent Services, who has built her career on recruiting

Robert Half Finance & Accounting survey of CFOs, 93% said

women, military veterans, the LGBT community, other

it’s challenging to find skilled candidates for professional-

minority groups and more.

level positions. As a result, respondents said their search
could take a month or more to fill staff-level accounting or
finance positions and five weeks to hire for managementlevel roles. Another survey from the firm found nearly six
in 10 job seekers (59%) have received two or more offers

Military might
“Who wouldn’t want a candidate from a culture where the
motto is ‘Be all you can be?’” Dougherty asks. “The level of
urgency and attention to detail required in the military is a

simultaneously when applying for jobs.

great fit for accounting and finance. No one gets through the

The takeaway: Many firms are having to get creative to gain a

candidate used to giving 100-plus percent.”

competitive advantage in signing the best and the brightest.
From expanding the candidates you’re considering, to finetuning culture, to harnessing the latest tech, here are some

military by being just okay or skating by, so you’re getting a

Erik Casarez is proof of that mentality. A former Green Beret,
he and wife Rebecca own ProAdvisor CPA, a Silicon Valley-

ways to build your dream team in a tight labor market.

based accounting firm. “A lot of the things I learned in my

Untapped talent

analyst at Goldman Sachs. But what I lacked there I made

military career didn’t translate to me becoming a financial

Janel O’Connor, chief human resources officer for

up for in leadership skills and life experience, which go

professional services firm Sikich, has watched the hiring sea

far beyond what your average job candidate brings to the
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table,” Casarez says, adding that his military experience

“We see variable labor in our future model for sure,” O’Connor

taught him to solve problems using out-of-the-box thinking,

says. “The retiree who wants to work part-time. Or, a stay-

which ultimately translated to him and his wife creating an

at-home parent who only wants to work certain times of the

accounting firm that is not dependent on tax season or hourly

year–even someone who just wants a client or two. All of it

billing. Both decisions, he says, were made to benefit the firm

works for us, as long as they are qualified candidates with a

and its employees, but he wouldn’t have had the courage

great work ethic.”

to forego the traditional model and approach without his
military training.

Parental prowess

Transitioning talent
There might be unconscious bias against unemployed or
transitioning workers, but they’re another group of talent that

“Returnships” are on the rise in many firms as leaders

shouldn’t go overlooked in this market. While the reasons

recognize the value of workers who have taken time off to

workers depart from their existing career path vary, many

care for families or pursue other interests. Becky Egan and

people in transition have the potential to fill important roles at

her husband started their accounting firm in 2005. Having two

the right organization.

young children, they’re more than familiar with juggling the
demands of home and work, and see the skills used at home
as useful at work also.

Jami Phillips, employment consultant at New Directions
Career Center, helps place women in transition with
companies looking for dedicated workers. “We provide

While their returning working parents are success stories,

holistic programming and career counseling to women

Egan cautions that the environment has to be right: “Some

who need a leg up,” Phillips says. “Maybe a worker was

large firms are just not flexible enough to make this work.

downsized or stayed home with her kids for a decade.

Most workers don’t want to jump from being home to

Maybe she wants to switch careers later in life. Some of

corporate hierarchy. But here, it works. My babies used

our candidates are coming out of prison or have fought

to come to work with me. We’re family-friendly, and we

addictions. We place women with a GED to a Ph.D., and

are happy to employ people who are just trying to make it

everything in between.”

all work.”

New Directions holds job boot camps, where they walk

Some organizations might also find fresh talent in

women through self-exploration and identification of skills and

hiring candidates who aren’t looking for the traditional 40-

interests, as well as practical skills like resume writing and

hour workweek.

interview prep.
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WHAT’S BETTER THAN CALLING
ANY TIME YOU NEED ADVICE
ABOUT PRACTICE SUPPORT AND
RISK MANAGEMENT?

REACHING KNOWLEDGEABLE EXPERTS.
CAMICO® policyholders know that when they call us, they’ll
speak directly with in-house CPAs, JDs and other experts.
We have dedicated hotlines for loss prevention, tax, and
accounting and auditing issues. You can call as often as you
need and consult with experienced specialists — all at no
additional cost. No one knows more about the profession,
because we provide Professional Liability Insurance and risk
management for CPAs only — it’s all we’ve done for 34 years
and why more than 8,000 CPA firms insure with CAMICO.
To learn about CAMICO or to receive a coverage quote,
please contact Tom Warner

See what other CPAs say
about CAMICO.
Visit www.camico.com/testimonials

Accountants Professional Liability Insurance may be underwritten by CAMICO Mutual
Insurance Company or through CAMICO Insurance Services by one or more insurance
company subsidiaries of W. R. Berkley Corporation. Not all products and services
are available in every jurisdiction, and the precise coverage afforded by any insurer
is subject to the actual terms and conditions of the policies as issued. ©CAMICO
Services, Inc., dba CAMICO Insurance Services. All Rights Reserved.

Tom Warner
CAMICO National Sales Manager
T: 650.378.6761
E: twarner@camico.com
W: www.camico.com
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Culture counts

However, it’s not just about using technology internally. Firms

Firm culture used to be considered a soft issue. Not anymore.

can benefit from using technology to market themselves

The ability to both attract and retain talent—millennials,
especially—hinges directly on a firm’s commitment to culture.
According to Glassdoor, culture is a top factor for job seekers
today. In fact, the company’s Mission & Culture 2019 survey
shows that American millennials are more likely to value work
culture over salary.
When candidates are choosing between two excellent jobs,
culture is often the deal-breaker. Collaboration, diversity,
integrity, respect, performance recognition, and coaching
rank among the most important culture components across
industries and professions, according to findings from

and recruit externally. For instance, UK accounting firm My
Accountancy Place turned to social media when they needed
to recruit a new controller. Using a video featuring two of their
current controllers, they let their employees do the talking,
detailing their positive working experience at the company—
and giving potential candidates a view into the corporate
culture they’d be walking into.
Technology is also benefiting retention efforts during a time
when Robert Half says 43% of professionals plan to look for
a new job in the next 12 months. O’Connor says Sikich uses
technology regularly to take employees’ engagement pulse:

Glassdoor and MIT Sloan Management Review.

“We can break it out by direct manager and key practice area,

“More than ever, people are really looking for companies that

where we have work to do to improve. Sometimes that makes

give back to their communities,” Guerra explains. “It goes
beyond donating to charities at the holidays. It’s working
together at a local food bank. It’s offering internships to
disadvantaged communities. People want to feel connected
to your mission, and that connection builds rapport within
the office.”

so we can really pinpoint where people are feeling good and
for difficult conversations with leaders. Sometimes we find
someone who is technically excellent but maybe shouldn’t
be leading a team. But it brings the transparency that fosters
trust in our people. They know we’re on it and we care about
their employee experience.”
While there’s no quick fix for the talent troubles the profession

Tapping technology

has historically faced when candidates have as many choices

As filling key roles becomes more challenging, many

as they do today, exploring new tools, expanding your

organizations are looking to technology to help them hire the

potential candidate pool and building a healthy company

best and brightest.

culture can rev up your recruiting and retention results in this

O’Connor says Sikich’s hiring leaders are using data analytics
to think strategically and identify blind spots. For instance,

millennia’s roaring '20s.
Reprinted with permission from the Illinois CPA Society.

analytics on candidates help the firm see how diverse and

Kristine Blenkhorn Rodriguez is an

inclusive the hiring pool is, which skills are available, and what

award-winning freelance journalist who

they may have to provide training on.

writes regularly for the business and
consumer sectors.

FAST FACTS
1.

Many firms are having
to get creative to gain a

2.

Look for talent in
untapped markets;

ways you
3. Consider
can transition a

your
4. Consider
corporate culture and

don't be afraid to

professional’s skills

what it says to potential

in signing the best and

explore new

from a previous

new recruits.

the brightest.

recruiting methods.

industry into a

competitive advantage

business role.
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Grow your knowledge exponentially at the

Financial Institutions
Virtual Conference
Date: August 27, 2020
Time: 8am – 4pm
Save $50 by registering before July 30.

Learn more at

ohiocpa.com/FIC

Call today for a free, confidential valuation of your practice.

Imagine...
a chair
without
a desk
Call or Email Today to get started
and see how simple it can be with
APS working for YOU.

800-272-7355
steve@APSmidwest.com

www.APS.net

Delivering Results One Practice
At a time
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FAMILY FRIENDLY:
How accounting employers
can support staff and their families
By Jessica Salerno, OSCPA senior content manager
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While accounting is known for its stability, varied career
opportunities and earning potential, it hasn’t always had the same
stellar reputation when it comes to being family friendly.
“I think that's always been a struggle for the profession,”
said Amy Vetter, CPA, CEO of the B3 Method and member
of the OSCPA Executive Board. “It's definitely been an
evolution of the time where more firms are starting to
understand that issue.”
The profession experiences a fair amount of turnover from
individuals who don’t feel their accounting career can
integrate with their life outside of the office, Vetter said.
To combat this, over recent years employers have instituted
policies to support families and find ways to integrate work
and family life. But these programs can’t be a passing
trend, as accounting will need to cement its place as a
family-friendly profession to secure future top talent and
stay relevant.

Introducing the right policies
Some of the more common policies that are beneficial to
family life include increased (or even unlimited) PTO, parental
leave and work from home programs. But Steve Black, human
resource manager at Brixey & Meyer, warned employers from
applying blanket policies without considering what makes the
most sense for their staff.

“We've got to take time to listen to people individually and
to create solutions that fit their circumstance,” Black said.
“Flexibility has got to be out there where a person works. It's
understanding that each person has a unique set of issues
they bring to the workplace because of family dynamics.”
The COVID-19 pandemic has brought working from home
and childcare to the forefront for many families. But before
employers hastily implement work-from-home guidelines, it’s
crucial they ensure staff has the right equipment and software
to do it successfully.
“All these tools that are out there now are creating
opportunities to still do high-quality work, but just in
a different setting,” Black said.
Crowe, a firm that’s been recognized by Fortune magazine for
four consecutive years as a best place to work for parents,
offers a “where to work” program, giving staff the ability
to choose where working makes the most sense for them
that day.
Andrea Meinardi, CPA, partner at Crowe, said the program
has meant she always felt comfortable working from home
when it was necessary, such as an appointment or when an
unexpected childcare issue pulled her out of the office.
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And although parental leave is not mandated in the U.S.,

And although many companies love to talk about their

many companies offer varying levels of leave for new parents.

family-friendly workplaces, the proof for employees is in how

Brixey & Meyer implemented maternity and paternity leave a

the company responds when the unexpected arises. After

few years ago, which Black said falls in line with their values

working at Crowe years ago and then switching to industry,

as a family-friendly workplace.

Courtney Kurtz returned to Crowe in September 2019. It was

Another consideration is ensuring your employees fully
understand their health benefits. Black suggested working
with your insurance providers—many of which offer

not an easy decision to leave the firm, Kurtz said, and part
of the reason why she returned was that the atmosphere at
Crowe had made an impact on her.

resources, such as appointments and consultations—to

“We were always told, if something happens, you take care

communicate the value of this essential perk.

of your people first,” Kurtz said. “And you don't hesitate to

Support through constant communication

do that.”

Many of these policies are standard at companies now, but

Crowe provides six weeks of full-paid time off for all new

they aren’t always supported verbally or culturally. That’s

parents following the birth, adoption or act of custody of

why Black said regularly communicating with candor and

a child, plus an additional short-term disability period for

openness is crucial to ensuring staff feel supported when

birth mothers, along with a supportive work-life integration

family commitments arise.

culture. This support was essential when Kurtz’s young

“You’ve got to empower people within the firm,” Black said.
“They need to be able to have good conversations with team
members to understand the situation, understand what the
family is going through and respond accordingly.”
Black pointed out that HR “cannot do it all.” The collaboration
and buy-in of staff members and supervisors are crucial. An
example he gave is if someone has a childcare issue, that

son was diagnosed with cancer. She came back to Crowe
while he was undergoing chemo treatment and during that
time she had a flexible work arrangement that she has
continued now that's he finished treatment.
The support at Crowe has been invaluable, Kurtz said, and
knows that she isn’t the only one taking advantage of the
flexibility offered.

person should not feel that his or her only option is to talk

“We’re able to set those guidelines to still be productive

with HR, but also speak with the manager to find a solution

and efficient and do a great job at work, but also have that

that works best for that person and the team.

balance for what life requires at the moment,” Kurtz said.
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Examples and encouragement
from leadership

A reduced work schedule was what Kurtz was able to
work out at Crowe, and said “that really helps me to still be

Senior leadership needs to model what it looks like to live
and work while integrating family life, Black said, which

actively involved do a good job at work, but also manage
requirements of my home life with a four-year-old.”

reinforces the message to staff that flexibility and acceptance

Vetter emphasized understanding what staff wants from their

are the standard.

careers, so the company and the employee can figure out a

“When I first started in public accounting nearly 20 years
ago and looked at family and the structure of the families

way they can build their career while still spending time with
their family, regardless of what level they aspire to.

of the partners, I thought, how am I going to get ahead

“Growth doesn’t mean the same thing to everybody,” Vetter

here?” Meinardi said. “How can both parents work? Is that

said. “Some people might want to be a partner one day or

even possible?”

someone might want to be a vice president, and others might

Meinardi has a two young children, and said her managers

want to learn different things. And that's growth for them.”

have always supported her work-life integration with family,

Be sure to give new hires exposure to a variety of different

and it’s set an example for her as she manages her own staff.

paths in the accounting profession, Vetter said. Showing

“Some companies have policies, but I think it's the actions
of all the partners and the actions of our CEO that have really

pathways for staff to continue learning and growing in
different areas or specializations will help people want to stay.

driven a lot of the policy enactment,” she said. “It makes the

Flexibility also extends to a variety of family life situations.

difference that I had a senior manager and partners who said

It might be a single parent or someone taking care of an

‘Go take care of your kids, go do this, it's fine.’ It's something

aging relative, and although many things in accounting can

that is embedded in the culture. It would have made everything

be prepared and planned for, family situations can often take

harder if the people above me weren't supporting it.”

unexpected turns. Employers that understand those realities

Flexibility for the future

and support their staff as whole people with active lives

“From an HR perspective, employers should draw out career

outside of work will be the ones who benefit.

paths for people who need reduced work schedules or don't

“Culture can be hard to define,” Kurtz said. “You can put so

want to work overtime," Vetter said. “Or they've developed

much on paper, but until you've experienced it or you see it,

their firm in a way to be flexible enough for people's lifestyles.

it’s hard to understand.”

It's going to be very hard for that paradigm to change
without true actionable ways for that to shift versus just
offering flexibility.”

FAST FACTS
1.

Employers should
consider what policies

2.

After those policies
are instituted, it’s

what each
3. Understand
individual wants from

in mind there are
4. Keep
a wide range of family

important to show

their career, because

situations outside of

for their staff before

examples from

that will impact their

the office, and policies

applying blanket

leadership and

work-life integration.

should be set up to

policies intended to

engage in open

help families.

communication to

make the most sense

accommodate those.

reinforce and support
the policies set.
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technologytoday
How the COVID-19 pandemic has changed
offices of the future
By Abigail Draper, OSCPA communication & engagement manager
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The COVID-19 pandemic forced many companies to
close the office and have employees work from home.
Experts say this unexpected impact foretells long-term
changes to how the workplace operates.
As we explored in the March/April issue of CPA Voice,

GBQ also needed to establish technologies for the Toledo

the “office of the future” usually includes technology that

office, which Pyles said are necessary to work from home:

emphasizes collaboration and efficiency among staff while

a virtual private network for accessing confidential files

empowering employees to work from anywhere, as well as

remotely, teleconferencing programs like Zoom or Microsoft

open floor plans and flexible hours.

Teams and the ability to forward calls from desk phones to

During the pandemic, technology has become more

cell phones.

essential than ever because workers need the capability to

This “massive scramble” to prepare the newly acquired firm is

communicate without meeting in person.

one of the reasons Pyles recommends all companies create

Rob Pyles, director of IT at GBQ, said the firm was prepared
with the correct technology and training to begin working

a business continuity plan and regularly run through potential
crisis scenarios to make sure they're prepared.

from home full time. However, they had recently acquired a

He said having a plan isn't just about compliance; it's about

firm in Toledo that was not ready when the pandemic hit.

ensuring all staff are prepared before something happens.

“Once we had a pretty good idea that they were going to
close everything down, we had to figure out how to get them

This is why he feels GBQ was technologically prepared for all
employees to work from home.

machines and training without going to Toledo,” Pyles said. “We

Flexibility is also another crucial part of future workplaces

did virtual training and overnight shipped 40 laptops to them.”

because many professionals have had to care for children and
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other family members while working from home during

“I think everyone I work with understands that I'm not going to

the pandemic.

be working a straight eight-to-five schedule and it’ll be a little

Jeff Kovacs, CPA, assurance partner at Cohen & Co., said

bit more during naptime and after lunch or something like that.”

flexibility and the ability to work from home have been

Pyles has four young daughters and he discussed the

essential for him to take care of his elderly parents.

difficulties of working from home and homeschooling children

He said other employees appreciate this as well. “They're

while school was still in session.

grateful that we are working for a firm that can give them

“My wife and I have had to tag team during the day. Like,

complete flexibility with how they work. We don't mandate

'Okay, who's doing school lessons with her, who's doing

certain hours or certain days. Our philosophy is that as long

reading, who’s doing math, who's doing science?'” he said.

as they can get the work done within certain reasonable

“And trying to do that balance but still have work happen and

timeframes, that's all we care about.”

billable hours and all of that has been a challenge. It's not

Ali Strohm, a campus recruiter at Ernst & Young, LLP, has

undoable, but it has definitely been a challenge.”

been working from home since March with her husband and

Kovacs said once everyone returns to work, one thing he

one-year-old son. She said her coworkers have been very

expects to change is the size and layouts of physical offices.

supportive and even invited kids and family to meetings.
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Before the COVID-19 pandemic, the future of office spaces
seemed to be large, open workplaces. Kovacs thinks as a

FAST FACTS

result of the pandemic, businesses will actually start using
smaller spaces.
“I think perhaps the largest change that we might see
relates to real estate. I think many organizations are going
to reevaluate their need for large office spaces and even

1.

The “office of the future” includes technology
that emphasizes collaboration and efficiency,
ability to work from anywhere, open floor

providing each employee with their own workspace,” he said.

plans and flexible hours.

“I think many organizations will continue to reevaluate office
sharing concepts with employees and encourage employees
to work remotely.”
He said there will be more changes as a result of everything

2.

The pandemic has made technology more
essential than ever to communicate without
meeting in person.

happening in 2020 — not just in the office but socially,
economically and in ways unforeseen.
“I'm the eternal optimist,” he said. “I always feel like we go
through these challenges because there are things we're

3.

Staff are integrating their home and family
life with work as typical 8-5 schedules no
longer apply.

meant to learn and things we can be better at. It's just the
next phase of our evolution. It's unfortunate that there are
uncertain events like pandemics and societal events that have
to get to that level to create change. But the important part is
that change occurs, positive change occurs throughout these

4.

Further impacts of the pandemic could
mean smaller offices and increased
technology adaptations.

processes, and that we all collectively get better as a result.”

The Knowledge to Navigate
Clients through COVID-19
The Accountant Knowledge Center, powered by Wolters
Kluwer, can help you support your clients through the
COVID-19 pandemic with:
•
•
•

Briefings on legislative and regulatory developments,
HR, payroll, and benefits
A tool to compare multiple state employment laws
U.S. Master Tax Guide (2020) Special Edition

Discover the difference: Register at payx.me/akc-oscpa

Paychex is proud to be the preferred provider of
payroll services for the OSCPA.

Plus, Paychex offers AccountantHQ to help you manage all your
clients’ data from a single dashboard. Registration is simple, sign
up online at payx.me/ahq-oscpa

© 2020 Paychex, Inc. All Rights Reserved. | 6/12/20
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Career Center

The benefits of teaching in retirement
OSCPA staff report
For seasoned professionals starting to think about retirement,

After that first semester, Reffner has continued teaching at

teaching is a way to stay involved in the profession and give

ONU and said the aspects he most enjoys are the student

back to the next generation.

interaction, injecting practical life experiences into the

“I had never thought about it before, but I just thought it might
be a very interesting thing to do,” said Paul Reffner, CPA,

curriculum and watching students grow in their understanding
of a topic.

adjunct instructor of business at Ohio Northern University. “I

“I can give them a practical view of the stuff they're reading in

tried it for one semester and absolutely loved it.”

the book,” he said. “I’ll let them know this stuff is important or

Reffner’s opportunity to teach came up unexpectedly. After
spending 37 years working for Marathon Petroleum, an

you might want to focus on this, because you might be asked
to do it as an auditor or an accountant.”

ONU professor he had worked with previously on recruiting

Although during his career he had given numerous

students knew Reffner was retiring soon and that it coincided

presentations in front of a board of directors and other

with the professor’s sabbatical. He asked Reffner about

colleagues, he said in the beginning presenting to students

teaching his auditing class in the fall of 2018.

felt different. His main concern was relaying the information to

“I was the audit director at Marathon for 10 years, so I
thought, 'Sure, I’ll give it a shot,'” he said.
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the class in a way they could comprehend.

“I remember the first time I got up there in front of the
students, my knees were shaking,” he said. “I had 32 pairs
of eyes staring up at me, with the expectation of being
taught something.”

What to consider about teaching
in retirement
•

Contact your local higher-education institution to
see what positions they have available. You might be
able to sit in on some classes to better understand
a college classroom.

•

Think about what experience you have so far. Have you
presented in front of groups before? See if there’s an
opportunity to teach an educational workshop or seminar
and how that feels.

•

Consider the time commitment you’re willing to make,
and if you can answer student questions and concerns
outside of the classroom.

•

Your level of necessary educational experience
depends on the university, but you will probably need
a master’s degree; a Ph.D. might be required for
graduate-level courses.

Reffner said he’s learned how well-versed the students are
when it comes to technology and how much they enjoy group
projects. But he warned against anyone who thinks they’ll
take on teaching in retirement as “filler work.”
“You can't say ‘In between my two golf matches and my
poker game I'm going to go down to this college and teach
a couple classes,’” he said. “It doesn't work that way. The
students expect you to be responsive to them, they expect
you to be well prepared and you owe it to them.”
He said universities appreciate teachers who have
professional business knowledge and can apply that in
the classroom. And although he had never considered this
opportunity for himself before, Reffner said he’s happy to
have found teaching in retirement.
“I always tell the students that some of the most exciting
times I had in my career at Marathon were taking jobs that
were out of my comfort zone and that stretched me personally
or professionally,” he said. “They were positions that before I
got it, I never would have imagined myself doing.”

Land the perfect professional connection
Whether you’re still basking in the glow of passing your CPA exam, a mid-level
manager who needs a change or a seasoned CFO who wants top talent, the
OSCPA Career Center is your one-stop-shop to uncover rewarding careers and
discover untapped talent.
Employers:
• Post jobs
• Review resumes
• Screen candidates
• Expand your reach with enhanced posting options
• Explore our recruitment and retention resources
Job Seekers:
• Search for jobs
• Customize your job alerts
• Post resumes anonymously
• Save resumes and cover letters on your dashboard
• Access videos and articles on interviewing, resume writing and more
• Get free interview coaching via email or more personalized coaching for a fee

For more info, visit

ohiocpa.com/career-center
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diversity+ inclusion

Sustaining an inclusive virtual workplace
during COVID-19
By Margaret Finley, OSCPA Diversity + Inclusion Strategist
As we continue to operate during COVID–19 amid normalcy

other. Schedule team activities that allow them to just check

interrupted, it’s imperative we still honor our commitment

in with each other such as a virtual happy hour, karaoke or

to advance diversity + inclusion across the accounting

mindfulness meditation time.

profession. Research shows diverse teams are more agile and
creative, and during these unprecedented times, companies
need out-of-the-box thinking. While employees are working
remotely, employers should continue to be intentional
and consistent in their efforts to promote engagement.
Additionally, they must continue to promote an inclusive
environment where they can leverage everyone’s unique
talent, skills and abilities. The following are recommendations
for maintaining an inclusive work environment during these

Manage emotions effectively
Be mindful of the impact of stress caused by the COVID-19
environment (anxiety, isolation, lack of control, interruptions,
impatience, family challenges, depression of the immune
system, etc.) and be willing to make adjustments as needed.
Interrupt your unconscious biases by intentionally questioning
your assumptions and the decisions you make about people,
such as assuming people with children at home are not

uncertain times.

working as hard as those without. Lastly, be clear about goals

Stay engaged

how and when tasks are completed based on the individual’s

and expectations. Be flexible about individual needs and

Now more than ever, it’s important to reinforce your

role. For example, allow your employees to make their own

commitment to diversity + inclusion. Remind everyone about

schedules with an agreement to meet deliverables and

their role and expectations in creating belongingness for each

deadlines; trust them to manage their time.
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Your 20 hours of complimentary
learning are ready and waiting.
Take advantage of this member benefit and let
the learning begin!
• Advance
• On-Demand Series
• CPA Voice Assessments
• Town Halls

To find out more, register or take
the assessments, go to

ohiocpa.com/mycpe

Crossing Bridges Series
Advancing Diversity and Inclusion
Join OSCPA’s Diversity + Inclusion Strategists, Margaret D. Finley,
as she engages fellow thought leaders in the D+I realm in learning
designed to make your workplace more inclusive for all.
September 14

Developing Inclusion Awareness and Understanding

October 12

Applying Inclusiveness Lens to Structures and Processes

November 17

Developing Integration and Sustainability Strategies

December 8

Developing Integration and Sustainability Strategies

February 10

Stories of Belonging: Equity and Inclusion in the Workplace

March 10

Inclusiveness Metrics and Measures: Where are We Going?

Learn more at:

ohiocpa.com/crossingbridges
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Demonstrate emotional agility
Emotional agility is a science-based approach that allows
one to navigate life’s twists and turns, stresses and setbacks
with self-acceptance, clear-sightedness and an open mind.
It’s one thing to feel an emotion – it’s another to gain control
over it. While employees are working remotely, take the
extra steps to connect by enhancing inclusion. One way
to do this is to use remote meeting technology to have
more frequent face-to-face meetings with individuals and
teams. Let your team know that their thoughts and ideas
are important. Be open to and respectful of diverse ideas,
workstyles, communication styles and needs, and adapt your
communication style to engage others. The way we navigate
our new normal – our everyday thoughts, emotions, and
self-stories – is the single most important determinant of our
success personally and professionally. It drives our actions,
relationships, happiness, health; everything. If inclusion issues
arise, be honest, address and quickly solve them just like you
would in the office. When people are remote and isolated, it’s
critically important to communicate frequently until issues
are resolved.

Four key concepts for emotional agility
by Dr. Susan David
• Showing up: Instead of ignoring difficult thoughts and
emotions or overemphasizing ‘positive thinking’, lean
into your thoughts, emotions and behaviors willingly, with
curiosity and kindness.
• Stepping out: Detach from and observe your thoughts
and emotions to see them for what they are—just
thoughts, just emotions. Essentially, learn to see yourself
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as the chessboard, filled with possibilities, rather than
as any one piece on the board, confined to certain
preordained moves.
• Walking your why: Your core values provide the
compass that keeps you moving in the right direction.
Rather than being abstract ideas, these values are the
true path to willpower, resilience and effectiveness.
• Moving on: Small deliberate tweaks to your mindset,
motivation, and habits — in ways that are infused with
your values — can make a powerful difference in your
life. The idea is to find the balance between challenge
and competence, so that you’re neither complacent nor
overwhelmed. You’re excited, enthusiastic, invigorated.

Recognize good work
Recognizing employees for their flexibility and commitment
to hard work can help enhance virtual culture and foster
connectedness. Make it a priority to recognize people’s
diverse and unique contributions during the crisis. Avoid
micro-affirmations by ensuring that you acknowledge
everyone’s contribution and value in one way or another.
Everyone is valuable in different, yet equally important ways.
Create ways for people to recognize each other virtually,
whether it be an email or a shout-out during a virtual meeting.
While times may be challenging now, COVID-19 won’t last
forever. Embrace with openness the new normal and look for
the opportunities to create greater bonds of teamwork and
accountability that continue to deliver results.

Don’t Let COVID-19 Impact Their Dreams.
Support the future of the accounting profession by adding a gift for The Ohio
CPA Foundation on your OSCPA dues statement or by contributing online at
www.ohiocpafoundation.org.

Your generous support:
Welcomes the next generation to our profession
Introduces students to the benefits and values of becoming a CPA
Contributes to leadership development programs that enable students
to enter the workforce prepared for success.

Thank you, your gift makes all the difference!
www.ohiocpafoundation.org
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pipeline

How families can support the accounting pipeline
By Nicole Fracasso, OSCPA communications intern
Having a mentor in the profession can make a valuable

“I was really excited when he decided to take accounting in

impact on someone’s career. For Luke Richtermeyer, that

high school,” she said. “It makes me so happy to think back

impact is made even more significant with his mother as

on all that.”

his mentor.

In that high school accounting class, Luke discovered a lot

“Most people that know me would say that I'm incredibly

of what he was learning could apply to business across

close to my mom,” he said. “Having a mentor that can really

the board.

tell you everything exactly the way it is, someone who's not
only been a CPA herself, but also helped thousands of people
become CPAs through academia, is so beneficial.”
Luke, who is a 2020 graduate of The Ohio State University,
will be starting at PwC this fall as an external audit associate.
Sandy Richtermeyer, CPA, and former OSCPA Executive
Board Chair is dean of the Manning School of Business at the
University of Massachusetts Lowell. Sandy and Luke aren’t
the only members of their family in the profession.
“My sister told me to take accounting in high school,” Sandy
said. “My sister is actually also an accountant in a CFO role.”
Throughout her career as a CPA, Sandy said one of her

“If you're an accountant, there are no restrictions on anything
career-wise that you could do,” Luke said. “It gives you a
really good baseline knowledge.”
Both Sandy and Luke enjoy sharing the same profession.
While Luke is thankful to have his mother as his mentor,
Sandy appreciates being able to talk about accounting
with Luke.
“As his career advances, I really look forward to hearing
about trends in the profession that he's working through,”
Sandy said. “Standard changes, whether it's auditing or
accounting practice, how accounting evolves and being able
to share that is really special.”

favorite parts of the profession has been helping others.
“When I worked full time as a CPA, I loved helping all different
types of businesses become stronger,” she said. “I loved
giving them advice and really having insight into what made
their business work.”
While Sandy hoped her son would follow in her footsteps, she
didn’t want to pressure him into doing so. As a professor, she’s
seen a lot of parents push their kids into getting an accounting
degree, and wanted Luke’s career to be his decision.
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The Ohio CPA Foundation programs would not be
possible without the support of our generous donors.
For more information contact lsbrown@ohiocpa.com

members in motion
Jamie Dixon, CPA

CANTON
Mark Lapikas, CPA, CGMA, MTax, MBA, tax
principal at Apple Growth Partners, has been
recognized as one of Stark County’s Twenty Under
Forty recipients for 2020.
COLUMBUS
Kaiser Consulting, LLC has been awarded the #1
spot on the 2020 Accounting MOVE Project’s Best
Firms for Equity Leadership List by the Accounting
& Financial Women’s Alliance for the second
consecutive year.

Melissa Dickerson has started a new position as
a compliance auditor with Ohio Casino Control
Commission.
Gabe McGlone has been hired as an assistant
controller at Red Roof Inn.
MAUMEE
Jamie Dixon, CPA, has been named firm
administrator at Gilmore Jasion Mahler.
WESTLAKE
Craig Miller, CPA, CCSP, CGMA, MBA, President at
Duffy+Duffy Cost Segregation recently received the
American Society of Cost Segregation Professionals
Certified Member Designation

Set Your Career in Motion

OSCPA’s accounting
students’ guide to future
employment in Ohio!
Students asked for it.
We created it.
Now make sure you’re in it.

Resume

Sign up for LAUNCH and let talent from around
the state come to you. Email Lori Brown at
lsbrown@ohiocpa.com for more information.
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CLASSIFIED

Advertisers Index

Accounting Practices for Sale
Are you thinking of selling? Do you need an exit strategy?
Accounting Practice Sales specializes in the sale of CPA

Duffy & Duffy Cost Segregation Services, Inc..... 5

firms and accounting & tax practices. Our marketing and
consulting services are focused exclusively on the accounting
professional. We provide guidance and assistance with

CPACharge ......................................................... 9

selling your practice, merging with another firm, establishing
a practice continuation plan, growing an existing business or
acquiring a new practice.
Contact us for a FREE, no obligation consultation
and business valuation.
E-mail steve@APSmidwest.com or call
1.800.272.7355 ext 3.
For more information visit is at APS.net
Interested in CPA Practices available for sale?
Visit APS.net to inquire on details.
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CAMICO ........................................................... 13

Accounting Practice Sales ......................... 15, 32

Paychex ............................................................ 23

THE OHIO SOCIETY OF CPAs 2020– 2021 EXECUTIVE BOARD
CHAIR OF THE BOARD

Crystal Faulker, CPA, CExP, MAFF
Mountjoy Chilton Medley
Cincinnati

CHAIR-ELECT

Lori Kaiser, CPA, MBA, CGMA
Kaiser Consulting
Columbus

PAST CHAIR

PRESIDENT AND CEO

Donald L. Mellott, Jr., CPA
Mellott & Mellott PLL
Cincinnati

Scott D. Wiley, CAE
The Ohio Society of CPAs
Columbus

VICE CHAIR, FINANCE

Chris Igodan, Jr., CPA
Nationwide Insurance
Columbus

DIRECTORS
Keenan Cooper, CPA
Grant Thornton LLP
Cincinnati

Ebonie Jackson, CPA, CITP, CGMA
Lucas County Children Services
Toledo

Ellen Wisbar, CPA
CBIZ
Cleveland

Michael J. Elliott, CPA
Camp and Park Accounting, LLC
Burton

Aaron Swiggum, CPA/PFS, CFE
William Vaughan Company
Maumee

Julie Wozniak, CPA
NiSource (Columbia Gas)
Columbus

Rick Fedorovich, CPA
Bober Markey Fedorovich
Akron

Amy Vetter, CPA, CGMA, CITP
The B3 Method Institute and Drishtiq Yoga
Mason

Jon Zavislak, CPA, CGMA
Express
Columbus

Nancy Juron, CPA
Deloitte LLP
Windermere, FLA

Jessie C. Wright, CPA, CGMA, CVA
Schroedel, Scullin & Bestic, CPAs
and Strategic Advisors
Canfield

lately

and wherever you get your podcasts!

on the pocast
The Ohio Society of CPAs podcast “The
State of Business” releases a new episode
every Wednesday, covering what’s impacting
accounting professionals.
Episode title:
From CPA to convicted felon: One accountant’s
harrowing story
From the episode:
“These things don't just happen overnight,” said Helen
Sharkey. “It's a very slow process, and it starts with
standards and lines being crossed. And once that first
line is crossed, then it accelerates the speed of the
demise of standards within the company.”
Helen C. Sharkey, Low Man on the Totem Pole —
How I Became a White Collar Criminal

ohiocpa.com/podcast
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INSPIRE | INNOVATE | IGNITE

2020 Ohio Virtual

ACCOUNTING
Shows

Let’s come together as a profession and explore the finance
transformation journey, technology evolution and regulatory landscape.
Trust in OSCPA to provide the virtual learning you need to advance
your personal and professional career.

Dayton

Cincinnati

Cleveland

Columbus

Aug. 19–20, 2020

Sept. 23–24, 2020

Oct. 21–22, 2020

Nov. 5–6, 2020

Learn more and register now at

ohiocpa.com/inspire
Single day option available via MyOSCPA.
Sponsored by:

